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JORDAN / ISIL 

This past week was difficult for the people of the 

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan�  The terrorist group 

that calls itself� “Islamic State for the Caliphate in 

the Levant” "ISIL#� murdered a young Jordanian 

pilot� Moaz al'Kasasbeh�  The pilot� from a 

prominent family� had ejected over Syria after his 

F +, fighter jet had been hit by ground fire in the 

last week of December ./+0�  For a month� ISIL 

attempted to negotiate with Jordanian authorities� 

possibly to exchange Kasasbeh for suspected ISIL 

militants already incarcerated�  On Wednesday 

February 0� a video was released� showing 

Kasasbeh as he was caged and burned alive�  This 

video was obviously shot weeks previously� so it is 

apparent that ISIL was either negotiating to cause 

more pain for the young man’s family� or they had 

hoped to convince the Jordanians to make at least 

one release before reciprocating�  Whatever the 

case� after Jordanian authorities had authenticated 

the video� two incarcerated terrorists were promptly 

executed�   

 

On Feb ,� twenty F'+,s of the Royal Jordanian Air 

Force attacked ISIL targets in and around Raqqa� 

killing at least 88 on the ground�  Before the 

developments involving the young pilot� there were 

some concerns regarding the high unemployment 

rate in Jordan and the likelihood of dissatisfaction 

with the government� a frequent recruitment tool for 

extremist groups�  But the people of Jordan� both 

Palestinian and Hashemite� have united in support 

of King Abdullah and the Kasasbeh family�  ISIL 

has seriously damaged their cause in the region�  

It was actions like the barbaric and evil murder of 

this young pilot that started to turn the Sunni 

community away from Musab al'Zarqawi and Al'

Qaeda in Iraq� in .//=�  Maybe the west has finally 

found the incident that will unify Muslims against 

these extremist groups� 

 

ISRAEL / U.S. 

On March >� Israeli President Benjamin Netanyahu 

was invited to speak before a joint session of 

Congress�  The invitation was primarily extended 

by Speak of the House Rep� John Boehner of Ohio�  

It is not common for a foreign head of state to 

address Congress without also meeting with the 

President� but in this instance� no such 

arrangements were requested by Boehner’s staff�  

The Democrats in Congress have denounced the 

invitation as an attempt to embarrass President 
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Obama and possibly to influence the upcoming 

Israeli elections "the elections to seat the twentieth 

Knesset will be held on March +=� ./+8#�   

 

The lack of cordiality between Presidents Obama 

and Netanyahu is no secret�  Netanyahu does not 

approve of President Obama’s recent attempt at 

rapprochement with Iran� and Obama disagrees 

with Netanyahu’s insistence on the continuation of 

Jewish settlements in the West Bank�  Let’s face it� 

TFG never expected these two to get along� but 

after Obama won a second term� there was some 

hope that they would realize the need for 

compromise in a relationship that was destined to 

last eight years "probably#�  But this appears about 

as likely as Likud losing its majority in the Knesset 

on March +=� 

   

ARGENTINA 

The scandal that keeps on givingA Argentinean 

President Cristina Fernandez Kirchner has been 

pulling out all stops to change the topic of 

conversation� but so far� she has failed�  On 

January +B� Argentinean State Prosecutor Alberto 

Nisman was schedule to deliver to Congress the 

results of his investigation into a possible cover'up 

involving President Cristina Kirchner and the 

government of Iran�  Nisman never made it to the 

meeting� because on January +C� he was executed 

in his home�  Those close to the investigation 

confirm that Nisman was preparing to provide 

evidence that Kirchner covered'up the involvement 

of Iran in the +BB0 terrorist attack in Buenos Aires 

against the main Jewish community offices� in 

exchange for a sweetheart deal on oil�  Whether or 

not his completed investigative dossier gets 

presented to Congress and released to the public� 

remains to be seen�   

 

TFG strongly suspects that Nisman’s report has 

already been destroyed� as its whereabouts at 

present are unknown�  One formal document that 

was retrieved from the Prosecutor’s home office 

was an arrest warrant for Fernandez Kirchner� who 

is currently on a visit to China�  On Thursday� 

Fernandez Kirchner attracted additional negative 

attention when she made twitter comments about 

the difficulty the Chinese have with pronouncing 

certain letters in the European vocabulary�  Her 

later attempt at an explanatory apology was not 

well'received by the Chinese media�  TFG believes 

that Kirchner should return to Buenos Aires and 

locate all the materials related to Nisman’s 

campaign�  Those materials must be delivered to 

Congress as originally planned� or the suspicion 

will persist that Fernandez Kirchner was somehow 

involved or aware of the assassination�  Even if the 
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investigation points to illegal activity on her part� it 

is not a charging document�  Another prosecutor 

would have to generate the same arrest warrant as 

Nisman had prepared�  Whether or not that is likely 

to happen is unknown�  But Fernandez Kirchner’s 

last year in office will only continue its downhill 

slide until she faces up to the results of Nisman’s 

investigation� 

   

BRAZIL 

Brazil’s largest ever corruption scandal claimed its 

most prominent victim on Wednesday with the 

resignation of the Chief Executive of state oil 

giant Petrobas�  Maria das Gracas Foster was 

forced to step down after a widening investigation 

discovered .> Billion Reals "$C�B Billion# of 

suspect payments� bribes and kickbacks to 

politicians�  Five senior directors also resigned 

along with Foster� who was personally chosen by 

President Dilma Rousseff to be in charge of 

Brazil’s largest and most powerful company�  

Foster’s decision to step down comes at a terrible 

time for Rousseff� who is facing a sluggish'at'

best economy and a catastrophic drought as she 

attempts to energize her administration�  Rousseff 

was elected as a bit of a populist� by a Brazilian 

electorate that appreciates candidates “of the 

people”�  The repeated accusations that her 

political party used Petrobas as an ATM to fund 

political campaigns must have been particularly 

painful�  Foster has not been personally accused 

of any illegal activity and both she and Rousseff 

continue to cling to honest reputations�  

Unfortunately for the future of female candidates 

for higher office "and management level 

positions# in Brazil� the open innuendo is that 

neither woman has been able to control the men 

under their supervision and authority� 

 

NATO / RUSSIA 

Six new NATO bases are being set'up and a 

8//'strong “spearhead force” established as a 

response to Russian aggression in Ukraine�  The 

bases will be located in Estonia� Latvia� Lithuania� 

Poland� Romania and Bulgaria�  The purpose of 

the “spearhead force” is its ability to mobilize in 

two'day’s notice�  TFG notes that NATO would 

likely have been establishing a presence in each 

Baltic Republic regardless� and no doubt NATO 

had intentions regarding facilities in Poland� 

Bulgaria and Romania� as well�  The crisis in 

Ukraine� especially the unilateral annexation of 

Crimea� allows NATO to paint Moscow as the 

aggressive party�  Before the Ukrainian crisis� 

Moscow conducted a full diplomatic offensive 

against NATO� claiming that its presence in the 
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Baltic States was nothing more than a complete 

provocation�  Russia’s actions vis'à'vis Ukraine 

have allowed NATO to shift some of the blame for 

its presence in Eastern Europe� on Russia� 

 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Since June ./+.� the United Kingdom has spent 

over B Million Pounds on a .0'hour Scotland 

Yard guard at the Ecuadorian Embassy in 

London�  The reason for the guard is that 

WikiLeaks founder and activist Julian Assange 

has taken refuse in the Ecuadorian Embassy�  

TFG understands that Assange has requested 

Political Asylum from the government of Ecuador� 

who seem predisposed to provide it�  UK officials 

would have no problem allowing Assange to 

travel to Heathrow and fly to Quito to begin his 

new life spying on farmers and sexually harassing 

burros� except for the troubling fact that a warrant 

for his arrest exists in Sweden� which the Crown 

is obliged to honor�  For two years� Assange has 

been screaming to the rafters about the medieval� 

corrupt Swedish judicial system� claiming that 

under no circumstances could he receive a fair 

trial in Sweden�  At times he has accused the 

Swedish government of being a lackey to the 

United States� and even hypothesized that the 

two women who accuse him of assault� were 

actually CIA operatives sent to set him up�  TFG 

believes that the time has come for Assange to 

face his accusers� and the next time he decides 

to set up a photo op in the front yard of the 

embassy� he should be apprehended�  
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DISCLOSURES 

This material was produced by the Fournace Group for use by the recipient�  This is intended as general background research and is 

not intended to constitute tax� legal� or investment advice�  It has been prepared without regard to the individual circumstances and 

objectives of the person"s# who receive it�  No part of this publication may be reproduced without the prior consent of the Fournace 

Group�  The views expressed that are the subject of this research report accurately reflect the author’s personal views as of the 

report’s publication date�  The evaluation of the geopolitical and economic risk factors may change subsequent to publication of this 

report�  The author assumes no responsibility to update the information contained in the report�  © ./+8 The Fournace Group   

 


